Canadian Labour market tightness eases into July

- July saw a 6,000 decline in new jobs after June’s 60,000 job gains.
- While employment growth was largely flat, soaring population growth (+81.9K) meant not all new labour force entrants found work. The unemployment rate rose for a third consecutive month (to 5.5%).
- The unemployment rate has risen by half a percent since April. Total job postings have fallen significantly from their December peak and vacancy rates were back at early 2021 levels as of May.
- Wage growth has slowed in prior months but was much stronger than anticipated, up 5% year-over-year and 0.9% from the month prior- the largest increase since last summer. The Bank of Canada will closely monitor wages for signs of additional inflationary pressures, but higher unemployment rates mean broader underlying wage pressures are easing.
- Actual hours-worked were largely flat, up 0.1% for a second straight month.
- **Bottom line:** Job growth was largely flat in July, but controlling for a boost to the Canadian population, labour markets softened more significantly under the surface. The jobs report is one of a slew of indicators in advance of the BoC’s next interest rate decision on September 6th and the question remains whether interest rates are sufficiently restrictive to tame inflation. Today’s jobs report is a point in favour of keeping the overnight rate at 5%, but the BoC will closely monitor additional indicators – particularly upcoming inflation and consumer spending reports – to determine whether an additional hike is needed.